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A study is made of the two-dimensional unsteady motion of an ideal incom- 
pressible fluid due to the entry into it of a blunt profile at a given 
angle of attack. In the initial stage of the process, when the penetra- 
tion depth is relatively small, the problem can be investigated by the 
methods of asymptotic analysis. The dimensionless time t plays the part 
of the small parameter. It is shown that to O(t 2) as t + 0 the dis- 
placement field of the fluid particles does not depend on the angle of 
attack and is determined by the solution to the problem of vertical 
entry. The asymptotic behaviors of the principal vector and principal 
moment of the forces exerted on the profile by the fluid at short times 
are found. The asymptotic behavior of the principal moment of the forces 
is proportional to the distance traversed by the body along the surface 
of the fluid~ 

i. We consider the two-dimensional unsteady motion of an ideal incompressible fluid 
that at the initial time (t' = 0) fills a half-space y' < 0 and is at rest (here and in 
what follows the prime identifies the dimensional variables). The line y' = 0 at t' = 0 
is the free boundary. Surface tension and body forces are ignored. 

Let R, V, and 6 be positive constants. For fixed t', the equation 

y '=  (2R) -~ ( z '+6Vf  )2--Vt ' ( 1 .1 ) 

de te rmines  a p a r a b o l a  in the  x ' ,  y '  p l ane ,  w h i c h w e  s h a l l  i d e n t i f y  wi th  a r i g i d  unde- 
formable  p r o f i l e .  At t '  = 0 t h i s  p r o f i l e  touches  t he  f r e e  boundary a t  t he  p o i n t  X' = O. 
The r e l a t i o n  41 .1)  s p e c i f i e s  a motion of the  p r o f i l e  a long t he  y '  ax i s  wi th  v e l o c i t y  V 
and along the x' axis with velocity 6V. The problem is to find the resulting motion of 
the fluid under the assumption'that on the plane of the Lagrangian coordinates g', N' 
the region occupied by the fluid is known in advance, i.e., it is the half-plane n' < 0. 

The process of inclined entry (6 ~ 0) of different bodies into fluids has hitherto 
been insufficiently studied, and most results have been obtained experimentally. The main 
achievements in this field are presented in [i, 2]. In [i] the two-dimensional problem 
of inclined entry of a slender body into an ideal incompressible fluid is considered, and 
in [2] a method is proposed for calculating the forces exerted by the fluid on a blunt 
cone and a sphere. It is assumed that the pressure along each generator of the cone is 
distributed in the same way as for a symmetrically entering cone with conical angle equal 
to the angle of inclination of the generator to the horizontal plane. The results of 
calculation by this method agree with the experimental data. 

As length scale we take the radius of curvature R of the parabola (i.i) at the point 
x' = 0 and as time scale the quantity RV -l, and we go over to dimensionless variables 
(which are distinguished by the absence of a prime). In the Lagrangian variables, the 
unknown functions will be the dimensionless coordinates x, y of the fluid particle that 
at time t = 0 occupied the position $, N. It is more convenient to work, not with the 
coordinates, but with the variables X(~, N, t) and Y(~, N, t) of the fluid particles; 
these are determined by the equations X = x($, ~, t) - ~, Y = y($, n~ t) -- n. 

The functions X, Y satisfy the relations [3] 

X~,-7 Y~, + X~X~, + Y~ Y~,-X~X~,- Y~Y,., =0 

x~+Y.+xJ.-xJ~=o (~<0) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 
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X,+X~X,+Y~Yt,=O (N=O, ~<--b(t), ~>a(t)) (1.4) 
y=i/2(~+X+St)~--t (n=O,--b(t)<~<a(t)) (1.5) 

X=Y=Y,=X,=O (t=O) (1.6) 

~lX,12d~<+~ (t~O), ~o={~,nln<o, -~<B<+~} (1.7) 

Here (1.3) is the continuity equation, and (1.2) is the condition for the absence 
of vortices (the motion arises from the state of rest and there are no external forces). 
The functions b(t) and a(t) define, respectively, the preimages in the Lagqangian coordi- 
nates of the left- and right-hand points of contact of the surface of the rigid body 
with the free boundary. It is natural to assume that a(t) + 0, b(t) + 0 as t + 0. The 
functions a(t) and b(t) are to be determined together with the solution of the problem. 
The relation (1.4) is the condition of constancy of the pressure p on the free boundary; 
it follows from the momentum equation [3] 

X,,+X~X,,+Y~Y,,=-p~ ( ~ 0 )  (1.8) 

The no-flow condition (1.5) is specified on the preimage of the area of contact 
--b(t) < $ < a(t), ~ = 0. We seek to find a solution of the system (1.2)-(1.3) in the 
region N < 0, 0 < t < T for the boundary conditions (1.4), (1.5), the initial conditions 
(1.6), and subsidiary condition (1.7). The condition (1.7) means that we consider only 
flows possessing finite kinetic energy [3]. 

A specific feature of the problem (1.2)-(1.7) is the asymmetry of the no-flow con~ 
dition (1.5) with respect to the variable $; this greatly complicates the analysis. 
Whereas in the symmetric case [3] the preimage of the area of contact can be described 
by a single function of the time, it is now described by two: a(t),b(t). 

There are grounds for asserting that the problem (1.2)-(1.7) is properly posed, 
although a proof of this has not yet been found. Suppose that for sufficiently small 
T a solution of the problem for 0 < t < T exists and is unique. Then the first step in 
the investigation of the initial stage of entry is the construction Of a formal asymp- 
totic expansion that satisfies the relations (1.2)-(1.6) to O(t ~) as t ~ 0 uniformly with 
respect to the spatial variables and the parameters of theproblem, a being any pre- 
assigned positive number. 

2. We shall investigate the problem (1.2)-(1.7) at small t. Since in the limit 
t ~ 0 the area of contact contracts to a point, to obtain information about the initial 
stage of penetration it is necessary to stretch the spatial variables: 

~=c(t)~+k(t),  q=c(t)~ c(t)=~/2[a(t)+'b(t)], k ( t )=' /2[a( t ) -b( t )]  

where c(t) characterizes the size of the area of contact, and k(t) the asymmetry of its 
position with respect to the origin. 

We assume that in the limit t ~ 0 the asymptotic expansions of the required func- 
tions have the form 

X(~, n, t)=cZ(t)X(~163 ~)+cS(t) Xm (~, >)+. . .  (2. i) 

P(~, ~, t)=c-'(t)p(O~(L, ~)+pm( L ~)+ . . . .  c(t)=cot~+c,t+ . . . .  k(t)=kot'h+k,t+ .. . 

These expansions are to be regarded as "exterior" with respect to the points of con- 
tact. In a neighborhood U of these points the boundary conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are 
not mutually consistent, and one may therefore expect the solution in these narrow regions 
to have a more subtle structure than (2.1). For unique determination of the terms of 
the "exterior" asymptotic expansion (2.1), the condition (1.7) must be used in a weakened 
form, namely, [Xtl has the least possible singularity in U and 

5 IX, I ' a s < + ~  (t>O) (2.2) 

Substituting the expansions (2.1) in the relations (1.2)-(1.6) and retaining the 
terms of higher order as t + O, we obtain 
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X#~176 X~c~176 (~<0) 
~=0: Y(~ X(~ (l/~1>t) (2.3) 

The solution to the boundary-value problem (2.3) gives the leading term of the in- 
itial asymptotic behavior of the unknown functions. This solution can be obtained by 
means of the Keldysh--Sedov formulas [4], and the condition (2.2) gives k 0 = 0, c o = 2, 
and 

W(o) ='/,(o--~ o2--!) ~ (2.4) 

where W=Y(~)+iX (~ ~a=~+i~, the function -/m 2 - I takes positive values for real ~ > i. 
The solution (2.4) describes a flow with finite kinetic energy [3], and the leading term 
of the initial asymptotic behavior of the pressure exerted on the penetrating body has 
an integrable singularity at the points of contact: 

p,0,(;~, 0) =2 (1_~,)-.,~ (i~.l<i) 

3. The boundary-value problem for the first approximation is much more complicated: 

- o x ' "  v x  '~ I' 

(~=o, lXl>i) (3.1) 

YC')=%(k~+f)co-2+%X(~ -4 (~=0, IM<I) 
A solution of this problem can be given in quadratures if a solution of the inhomo- 

geneous Clairaut equation 

( ~ ~- + p.-~-- 2 r  0 ) Oo (1%, p.) = (~.~O- ~,0--~-)[ VX(~ ~ (~<0, --oo<~<+oo) (3.2) 

that decreases at infinity is known. .At the same time the problem (3,1) decomposes into 
two problems~ First one determines the vector field from its given divergence and curl 
[5], and then the Keldysh--Sedov formulas are used to solve the mixed boundary-value prob- 
lem for a function analytic in the lower half-plane. Formula (2.4) shows that IVXC~ 2 
= O(r -4) as r ~ ~ (r = (~2 + ~=)u2), and therefore the condition (2.2) for the first 
approximation will be satisfied only when k I = --6. Therefore to accuracy O(t 2) as 
t ~ 0 the displacement field X(~,N,t) does not depend on 6 and is determined by the solu- 
tion to the problem of vertical entry of a symmetric profile. 

The condition on the free boundary in the first approximation can be integrated: 

U 

This formula gives the leading term of the initial asymptotic behavior of the hori- 
zontal component of the displacement vector for the fluid particles of the free boundary. 
It is important to note that XC'(~,O)>O for ~ > i, i.e., with the passage of time the 
fluid particles move away from-the penetrating profile, X~ O)=O(~ -3) as ~ ~ +~ and 
XI')(%, 0)=O(In[i/(%-i)]) as ~ ~ 1 + 0. Complete investigation of the problem (3.1) is 
possible only on the basis of numerical calculations. However if these are to be done 
correctly it is necessary to regularize the problem, separating the singularity of the 
solution in the neighborhood of the points of contact. 

4. To establish what new elements are introduced into the flow picture by the hori- 
zontal velocity component of the entering body, it is necessary to consider the follow- 
ing, second approximation. The problem for the second approximation (as for the first) 
cannot be solved explicitly, but it does enable one to represent the solution as a sum 
of two terms 

x(~'(~, ~)=xo~)(~, ~)-(6/2)o(x, ~), o=(o, ~) 

the first of which is the second approximation to the problem of vertical axisymmetric 
entry of a parabolic profile into the fluid, while the second is the correction to the 
main flow due to the nonzero horizontal velocity component of the profile. 
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The equations of motion for the correction functions will have the form 

0~ : - ~ )~ r  (~<0) (4.1) 

where O0(X, ~) i s  determined by Eq. ( 3 . 2 ) ;  on t he  f r e e  boundary and on the  a r ea  of  con- 
t a c t  

7`'|162 C'' (~=0, IM>I), ~---(kJ48)7` (~=0, 17`I<I) 

Proceeding in accordance with the plan of Secs. 2 and 3, we find that the condition 
(2.2) is satisfied only when k~ = 0. The function X(~'(7̀ , 0) for IXI > 1 is known, and there- 
fore the condition on the free boundary can be integrated with allowance for (3.3): 

I am 

(~(~,,0)=27`'~X('>(~,,0)7-- X"'(7`,O)- 7,'~ [Y,~~ d..~v, 
(4.2) 

r (-~, 0)-=r (7 ,̀ o) (7`>0 
The relations (4.2) show that the fluid flows toward the entering profile from its 

right side and flows away from its left side. This corresponds to our intuitive ideas 
and the experimental data on inclined entry of blunt bodies into fluids. 

5. The equations of motion (4oi) in conjunction with the condition (4.2) on the free 
boundary, the homogeneous condition on the area of contact, r for ~-0, 17`I<i, and the 
condition (2.2) form a rather complicated boundary-value problem, the solution of which 
can be investigated only numerically. However the asymptotic behaviors of integrated 
characteristics of the process such as the principal vector F(t) and the principal moment 
L(t) of the forces exerted on the body by the fluid can be calculated directly. Having in 
mind the problem of the change in the trajectory of a freely falling body when it enters 
the fluid, we take as center of reduction of the forces the center of gravity of the 
body (it is assumed that it lies on the symmetry axis of the parabola). Then for an ideal 
fluid - 

F(t)= ~ pnda, Lo(t)= I p(nXr)~da, L(t)=-F~d+Lo(t), F=(Fx, Fy) (5 .1 )  
q 

where o is the wetted part of the body, n is the normal to a directed into the exterior 
of the flow region, r is the radius vector of the given poin t " of o relative to the apex 
of the profile, d = d'/R, d' is the distance from the apex to the center of gravity, 
(nXr), is the unique nonvanishing component of the vector product n)<r. We go over in (5.1) 
to integrals on the plane of the Lagrangian variables: 

act) 

F ( t ) =  J p(~,O,t)(-Q,l)ll(l+XO~+Y~ 2. 
d___~ 

r 

-b( , j  u 

Q(L t)=~+6t+X(~, o, t) ( -b( t )<~<a( t ) )  

and the  p r e s s u r e  p(~,  O, t )  i s  de te rmined  from the  momentum e q u a t i o n  ( 1 . 8 ) .  S u b s t i t u t -  
ing the  expans ions  ( 2 . 1 )  in t h i s  e q u a t i o n ,  we o b t a i n  fo r  the  f i r s t  approx imat ion  
p(t)(~, 0) of the pressure 

p,(') (7̀ , 0) =-46 (X~(~176 O) 

where p~(~) is the corresponding approximation of the pressure p in the problem of vertical 
entry of the profile (6 = 0). It is clear that p~'J'(-%, ~)-=p~~ ~) for u ~ 0, j = 0, 
1 .... , whence, using the corresponding formulas for 2(~ 0),pt')(7`,0), we obtain (t + 0) 

i 

F~(t) = J'p,~ 0)d7`[ ~+O (~T)1=2#[t+O(ff) ] 
- - I  
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! 

F.(t) = - 4 t  ~ p " '  (~, O)d~[ 1 + 0  (tT) ]=4nSt[t+O(Y~ ] 
- - I  

L (t) =-F.d+F.[ 1 + 0  ( Y t~ ] = 4 a 6 t  ( l - d )  [ t + 0  (yt~ ] 

The asymmetry of the pressure field leads to the appearance of a horizontal com- 
ponent of the drag and moment of forces; this tends to turn the body about its center 
of gravity in the clockwise direction for d' < R and anticlockwise direction for d' > R. 
The asymptotic behaviors of these quantities as t ~ 0 are proportional to the distance 
~t traversed by the body in the horizontal direction. 

It follows from the relations (4oI) and (4.2) that to construct the asymptotic be- 
haviors of the correction functions that appear for ~ ~ 0 it is sufficient to know only 
the solution to the problem for the zeroth approximation (2.3). The following, first 
approximation gives more complete information about the flow picture but does not depend 
on 6(6 e 0 ) .  M o r e o v e r ,  i f  [X<~ t h e n  IX~X}l~O(r-3) and IXr as  r + ~.  One can  
therefore assert that the zeroth approximation correctly describes the motion of the fluid 
at large distances from the body. However, near the points of contact a singularity of 
the solution accumulates inthe successive approximations to it in the indicated manner. 
This follows from the analysis of the expressions (2.4) and (3.3) as k ~ • To determine 
more accurately the structure of the flow in these regions, it is necessary to construct 
an additiona] "interior" expansion. 

It can be directly verified that the proposed method for analyzing the original 
problem (1.2)-(1.7) is equivalent to the so-called method of iteration with respect to 
the nonlinearity. The nonlinearity of the problem is due not only to the nonlinearity 
of the relations (1.2)-(1.6) but also the presence of the functions a(t) and b(t), which 
are not known in advance. 
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